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COMMUNITY STUDIES TO ESTABLISH A FLEXIBLE PROGRAM FOR WOMEN
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The opening years of this decade mark a stage in the history of

women's education perhaps as significant in its implications as the

founding of women's colleges during the last century. That the life-

rhythm of women differs sharply from that of men is now more generally

understood. Consequently, ways of educating women can no longer be

regarded as'fixed in terms of traditional masculine forms. It has become

a normal eft4iactation for college women who tarried and left tho4-

tion incomplete - whether undergraduate or graduate - to want to resume.

The numbers of such women make it difficult to view such desires as

peculiar or unique. We are moving away from the notion that women of

whatever age must conform to existing patterns in education. There is a

growing recognition that new ways of guidance, timing and pacing are

necessary if women, whose careers have been interrupted by motherhood,

are to build lives of their own and find creative roles in our civiliza-

tion. New designs for women's education at all levels are among the

crucial issues of our time. The Center for Continuing Education is

primarily concerned with the second period of women's education - the

period following child-rearing - as one of the imperatives of modern

society. And it is not unlikely that the experiences derived from

educating mature women seeking a second chance may have a pertinent

bearing on the reform of women's education in general.

There have been two Work in Progress Reports covering the activities

of the Center for Continuing Education and Community Studies. The first



was devoted to the initial year of its operation, 1962-1963; the second

from October, 1963 to September, 1964. Both were written by Esther

Raushenbush who founded the Center and remained its Director until she

became President of Sarah Lawrence College in July, 1965. What follows

is the third Work in Progress Report which spans the period from December,

1964 to September, 1966.

FPJANCIAL SUPPORT

A grant from the Carnegie Corporation enabled Sarah Lawrence College

to establish the Center experiment in 1962. At the same time an anonymous

gift from an alumna provided the Center with its present quarters. Two

years later the Carnegie Corporation made a second grant to the College

for the purpose of maintaining the Center and exploring the possibilities

of developing graduate professional programs for the mature women of

Westchester in cooperation with other colleges and universities. Three

such programs have been developed.

In 1966, a third grant was awarded by the Carnegie Corporation. This

grant was made jointly to New York University, Pratt Institute and Sarah

Lawrence College in order to support the cooperative graduate programs

and to strengthen them. Funds were also provided to assist students in

these programs by means .of scholarships and loans. The scholarship and

loan fund is administered by Sarah Lawrence College through the Center

for Continuing Education and Community Studies.



The Center continues to be vitally engaged in the educational process.

We continue to find intelligence, interest and energy in the students and

enthusiasm in the teachers. The latter frequently begin somewhat skeptically

because they have had no experience teaching students so much older than

conventional undergraduates; they end by discovering highly stimulating

qualities in the older undergraduates.

The staff of the Center also finds itself unfailingly involved in

what is going on and captivated by the opportunity of working in an

unfolding and lively enterprise. We continue pledged to the'idea that

education for mature women, demands the same criteria of relevance, and

the same high quality that are central to the education of students at

any age.

THE POPUI4TION SERVED BY THE cram.

We have chosen to serve women with at least a year of college

education whose undergraduate studies were broken off before completion and

who now desire to continue toward the Bachelor's degree. We are as much

interested in women who have completed their undergraduate education and

who, after an interval of years, wish to undertake graduate study. Since

its inception the Center has responded to more than 5,000 inquiries and the

staff of the Counselling Service has interviewed and offered educational

guidance to over half this number.*

.4114.40.40.440.4.414.414.4.4.40 . Immo IN,. 4 . 1

Appendix: Chart I - Interview and Counselling Service
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The women the Center was creed to serve represent a particular
and well-defined group who have existed only in the past generation in

numbers large enough to make themselves heard. The process of helping

them to educate themselves is now viewed as an undertaking with its own

purposes and its own dimensions rather than as a deviation from normal

educational processes. Practically all of them are married; practically
all of them have a full stare of family responsibilities. None of then

can study full time. All 01 them intend to earn Lavdergraduate tr trreduate

degrees. All of them must study within easy commuting distance of their
homes. Those studying for professions expect to follow such careers in

the community where they live and where they, their husbands and their
children have roots.

About half of the women who came for consultation at the Center were

college graduates, about half had not finished their undergraduate educa-

tion. Many of the latter had some more or less clear idea about work they

would like to prepare to do later on, sane wanted the '"satisfaction" of

finishing their college education. Most of those who had completed

undergraduate study had a professional goal in minel wanted additional

skills or insights in order to do more effective volunteer work or wanted

to find out if they could quality for professional work. By the third

year of the existence of the Counselling Service, about half of the women

who came 'during the first two years were engaged in some kind of study.



TIDE FIRST STEP: COUNSELLING
0101011..1100~11 Am, CIMI eva .

Counselling at the Center involves a review of the individual! s

undergraduate history, on the basis of the application form, transcripts,

46 -A 41,..4.2,=4-__, =.....CA.....e1Jletters 4:VVVAUMUSRUCLIMAML, U.LOVALOOLVIS VI JaWorvau4uts tataa.Valamo and

present interests. All, available possibilities are explored. Often

women who cane expecting to apply for one of the Sarah Lawrence programs

at. the Center are advised to undertake a quite different one elsewhere.

at& V;1711.W4W wia.; te4 " CD LI 4 .;ald titratrilia ri40 tO triUtio on win reaciiness forww.Aos

study. And the interview itself is an instrument by which a woman can

review her expectations, consider her strengths and assess the hazards.

A carefully devised application form is the basis for interviews,

bat no standariized testing of any sort has yet been used. Our very

Snail nOinbei. of aCa.dentie failures - 2 of 108 in the undergraduite prograne

of the Center - suggests that a searching interview serves for us as a

valid basis for admission or referral.

Although we do not specifically engage invocational counselling,

we find that the great majority of our candidates, for graduate programs

seek a professimal commitment to a service-occupation in the, general.

field of human relations. In the same manner, most of our students in

the undergraduate program plan to continue in graduate study bringing to

bear a rich, practical. background for professional cataunity work.

AppendiX: Chart IV Dittr040011-0 )44011,7:0148
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There has been a remarkable growth in understanding among the women

in the community that undertaking study after a long absence, and deciding

what to study, is a time-consuming experience. We are now often consulted

by women who are quite clear that they are not yet ready to begin study

again but want to discuss wide-ranging possibilities and allow time to

do some practical exploring before they return to consider a particular

rarat. Sometiraes consultation reveals that the inclination to study is

not really very firmly motivated or that expectations are unrealistic.

More often consultation leads to advice as to where appropriate opportunities

for study may be found. The interview frequently results in an apprentice-

ship year in some community. organization. An apprenticeship permits women

to discover for themselves whether this type of career is actually suited

to their capacities and temperament.



THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

The Undej:Eldusbe Curriculum

Over 100 women have entered the undergraduate program at the Center

as candidates for the A.B. degree.* All are women who are resuming an

ixrberrupted undergraduate education and who have been out of college for

at least five years. Most have been out of college between ten and

twenty years.

Different courses are offered at the Center each semester. The

courses are Sarah Lawrence courses, taught by its'faculty, offering the

same college credit as those offered for the younger undergraduates and

acceptable toward the Sarah Lawrence degree.

Each, course offered at the Center is designed to yield five credits

toward the degree and the ordinary erpectation is one course per semester

for the first, year. The requirements of one such course - approximately

fifteen hours of work a week - are substantial enough to involve the

student seriously. If she cannot give this much time for study toward

a degree, she is probably not ready to return to her education. Most

give much more than the required time. This prmits concentration and

provides an opportunity for accomplishment which strengthens motivation

for further study and for a gradual acceleration at her own rate of growth.

ViraVIIIVANIOWIFWII~IMPIONIMMINWMOMPIONWM.

Appendix: Chart II . Students in the Undergraduate Program
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The Director serves as advisor to Center students until they are

accepted for matriculation and study in the general college program. He

has access to all the original interview material, conducts periodic

conferences and helps plan the direction of student work. An intimate

knowledge of the individuals making up the student body together with

udgments about the capacities and drives of each new entrant allow the

Director to shape the changing curriculum of the Center.

A pattern of experimentation has already emerged. The general areas

of study and special segments of than are clearly those of the liberal

arts. But the interrelationships among the so-called disciplines, and

emphases within them, require particular cultivation and particular stress.

Women in middle life, for example, who wish to teach children of any

age require some introduction to evolutionary biology, particularly

genetics, but they need not begin in traditional ways. Others who seek

a familiarity with psychology find they can enter into its problems

more readily and more rewardingly by beginning with the development of

the child or the emotional factors involved in adolescent learning.

And women, doubtful of their capacities because they feel too "rusty"

to begin anew, often experience a sense of accomplishment working in the

plastic arts. The sculpture studio is frequently a preface to discovery;

the discovery of seeing, of coordination, of mastery.

Classes are normally restricted to fifteen students, meeting for one

long session of an hour and a half a week. Each student has a tutorial

-8-



conferen4a every other week for half an hour in each of her classes.

Tutorial conferences are expected to Serve ao vide for re-establiehing

<study hebits, for organizing information, and for the writing of essays.

Finally, they result in substantial individual study projects and eutablish

the-basis for a continuing interchange between student and teacher. After_

fkirsetester courses at the Center, students may apply for matri.cula-
::

p.

tion and upon acceptance became candidates for the Sarah Lawrence degree.
- ,

They may take courses, either at the College or in the Center.1 Due to

_high -iOtivaticn, skilled .interviewing and :thoughtful sch.oduling, Center

devoted to the total work of the Center.*

At the_ end of the present ailadeinic year, June, 1967 thirty women

itho.began at, the Center will have ccinpleted their undergraduate work. ,

and-Will receive tne A.B. degree from Sarah Lawrence College. Seventeen

graduated as of June, 19663

WiU .40 zi3.

in June, 1967, thirteen additiOnfiltudeititS

1

No more than 140 credits are permitted in Center courses

Appendix: Chart VI um Faculty Evaluation of Student Work
it*

Appendix: Chart V B - Distribution of Graduates,
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS

The Sarah Lawrence Collect...graduate Studies Pro Est

Sarah Lawrence College offers a Master's degree in the liberal arts.

A graduate program can be arranged when faculty are available in the

field in which the candidate wishes to study. Programs have been designed

in the past in English literature, philosophy, history, sociology and

community studies, psychology, American studies, dance, music, theatre

arts and child development.

A Faculty Committee on Graduate Studies acts on all applications,

supervises the program of each graduate student and recommends the granting

of the degree. An interview precedes filing an application and the Center

serves the Program by making its Counselling Service available for this

purpose.

In the last decade many of the most interesting applications came

from mature women who had decided to continue their education at the

graduate level. Flaw of these after commencing at the Center had com-

pleted their first degrees at Sarah Lawrence and the Committee on Graduate

Studies has been increasingly aware of this group. The Program is now a

part-time one, although it is still possible to take the degree in a year.

A forty-hour credit program, normally taking two years to complete,

111110111MINEN=wlia

*
Appendix: Chart III - Distribution of Center Students in Graduate Programs
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largely serves women in their middle years. There are rarely mo

fifteen students in the Graduate Program at any one time.

Another part of the Graduate Program, made possible by a grant frau

the Esso FAucation Foundation, is directed toward the preparation of

college teachers in junior:, community and small four-year colleges. A

three-year sequence leading to the M.A. degree, the first year is fully

devoted to academic work; the second to a continuation of study and

observation in a college appropriate to the teaching goals of the stUdent;

the. third to a paid part-time teaching post in a Similar college., Thig_

new, experimental program planned for five students to be adMitted each

year, seeks to discover new ways to help students prepare themselves for:-

college teaching in a special area while stressing" the relationshiPs of

the subject matter as well as the subject itself. Of the first-_groUp of

students, four completed their education at Sarah Lawrence through the

Center for Continuing Education; the other received her degree fraa her

original college after study at the Center.

The program was actually begun during the year 1965.4 966 When a

recent Maw was appointed as the first - and only Intern in History

under_ the direction of a member of The History Faculty. She 'hats sine_

**come a part-time member of the History staff in a neighboring four-

year college and is a Teaching Fellow in the Graduate Program for the

Preparation of College Teachers.



The success of cur graduates after finishing their advanced 'Work

seems predictable on the basis of present performance. Those who wish

to pursue further graduate or professional work proceed to do so. One

serves as the administrative assistant of the Institute for Community

Studies of the Center. A second, who took her ILA. in Folklore and ktrths

has published her Hasterts Essay with a leading New York publisher. A

number are teaching in the public schools of the conanunity and in inde9en-

dent schools elsewhere. Others are teaching in Westchester colleges and

in the metropolitan area.

-I 2-



The New !ark. -Sarah e Gmcatelrome
in Earii911.1dhood and glementaq Education *

From the beginning many women who consulted the Center were genuinely

interested, in teaching and wished to qualify as elementary' school teachers.

AertAvo4vicr:iii Sarah tirtarromein strinunoaci with New York I:raver:4UP: School of

Education, to establisla a program to meet these needs. Existing programs

required full-time stuck,/ and a long coamattation together with incon-

venient scheduling The New York University-Sarah Lawrence College

program was patterned on the recognition, that wives and mothers returning

to stud require a, different type of educational structure.

The Canter takes responsibility for a number of stages in the

proceasing of candidates. Applicants are interviewed and screened, the

transcript material assembled and application forms are issued from

Bronxville. As a result of the interview, candidates are recommended
.

to New York University. New York University is responsible for final

acbniasion and for placing of students in teaching situations. The

University awards the Plaster's degree in Education. Most of the total

program is centered in Westchester with certain special curses rev:sired

on the N.Y.U. campus during the last two years. Large blocks of tine are

provided for study and practice teaching at appropriate hours in West-

chester County schools.

While time and location are vitally important to our returning

students, the experimental character of the education program is even
tiorrormrispairmiramirprolommeurrirraimommormero

Appendix: Chart V. A. - Distribution of Graduates
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more significant. The plan of work at the Center is especially suited

to these particular students. They are mostly long-time residents of

the community, many of them with distingt.ished records in comunity

service. Many have been actively involved in the schools because of

their schcol.goino. children and are aware, as yomIcter students are no

of the critical issues of adjustment among home, school and child.

Materials of study in the Center seminars and observations in public

school classrooms tend to make these issues sharper, more intimate and

more precise.

Members of the University teaching faculty who work with these

students have been sensitive to their backgrounds and their special
.

qualities. They have been imaginative in giving them the Idnds of

opportunities in local schools which accelerate their growth and deepen

their awareness. A good deal of the practice teaching has been done

in integrated schools situated in a segregated area.

The seventeen students in each yearly class work together as a.

unit. Actually., the cemivar breaks up into smaller units in 'varying

numbers dictated by the purposes of discussion and the nature of the

interchange. Experience in. the public schools are traded, analyzed

and evalv.ated in multiple terms, a process employed for field trips,

special learning areas and other study purposes. The atmosphere thus

created is exactly the kind which graduate and professional departments

of un...i..versities frequently seek to create but do not always achieve.



The New York UniversiVr-Sarah Lawrence Graduate ProwLii in Social Work

The Social Work Program in Weeitcheeiter grew Out of a meeting held

in the County in 1964. It was attended by the psychiatrist in charge

of a nTV uciaa liar aaovita at A..
$ 40,06P VIANIAM WU4194.4. worioars the -4" 441e, Naito1 .1.

York School of Social Work and the Director of the Center. A. decision
,,

was made to conduct a survey to determine both the need for prOfetal:

trained social workers and the-poesiO4#4eerelisting -in the 'C

supplying them. The survey made it clear that the -need was critical

that an encouraging number of mature women, 'already college try

were anxious to make a contribution as trained social woOkPPP4

was no less apparent that only by creating a plan appropriate- -toj

responsibilities as wives mothers and how:makers could the two be merged.

A program based -on a fundamental variation of the usual

developed aud the firet ease was admitted in 15104. Xturieitd of tile -cop-

ventional two-year graduate sequence, h four-yeen, part -tile progOam, Was

established. Classes are held in a New York Univert:lity boil

in 'White Mains staffed by miters of the School of Social Wor.14,

University grants the degree of Mater of Social Work at the co*letion

of the course. The Center provides the facilities of its Counselling

Service through which candidates are.recommended for admission to

program.

Professional Advisory Council* composed of executives and

adminietrators of fifteen county health and welfare agencies, actively



collaborates with New York University and Sarah Laurence College in

supporting the program. The Council took an Jill-tie:1 part in the original

survey and continues to recommend candidates for consideration. ,Among

the functions perf caned by 'the Council, none is more valuable than the

development of suitable field work placements. In consequence, place-

ments have been secured f or all Socials 'Work students in private and

public agencies throughout the County.

A.:SecOnd -class entered the _program in September, 1966, and a third

will tegin 'in 1968. Under the provisions of the Carnegie FoUndation

grant, a careful research project to measure the progress and skint

developed in the Westchester program was projected. The ma Lure WOMEM

will be matched at the Washington Square classes by as nearly comparable

as Dossible Ilomen- students in the conventional two year course so that

the two programs can be accurately compared and contrasted. This study

is now under way with the first class.



The Pratt Institute-Sarah Lawrence Grackate ;ram in Library Science

In the fall of 1964, the Center, with the aid of the Joiseph Fels

Foundation, undertook a survey to determine the need for school, public

and institutional librarians in the County and the prosects of develop..

ing programs for college. trained wcmen seeking part.time professional

training in this field. Over 45 librarians and maw administrators,

school superintendents and principals were reached by questionnaire..

The Center and its investigators were aided by the Westchester Library

Association which not only contributed encouragerient but its ftifs rabers

made their knowledge of local; situations and their professional skills

readily available.

The sarvey documented, the assumption that the dearth of trained

professionals was alarming. Also established was the availability

of a population vf women with loaccalaurate degrees who, under faVOrable

conditions, night be expected to 111.1 the gap. The Center entered into

an agreement with the Graduate Library,School of Pratt Institute to

develop a program in this area in order to serve the community and to

fulfill its obligations to this resident group. The program was begun

in September, 1965. Courses, designed and staffed by Pratt which

ultimately confers the degree a Master of Library Science, are 12017

being ot3.-0*,:ad. The Center aids in recruiting candidates through ita

Counselling Service and presents them to Pratt for final professional

approval. The program begini at the Center. After the *eve hour//
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have been completed, the remaining twenty-four hOurs of credit are ta'ken

on the Brooklyn campus of Pratt institute. There are twenty-seven

students now engaged in graduate Library study. Twelve are continuing

in the second year of the course and fifteen new students entered in

ember, 1966.

The Westchester Libra*. Association continues to support and

encourage the Center in furthering shared objectives. They joined to

organize a series of lectures sponsored by the Joseph Fels Foundation

designed to aid the larger cony nity in !nderstanding the fluictiott,Of

libraries and librarians and to broaden the scope of the grad046,P,'Pro=i-

grain i,ri Weitchester.

The series, planned with expert professional care, revolved aroti

four central issues of the topic: Books Man. and Society:

The,lole of Librarians:

Professor Dorothy Broderick, The Librarianin TokligoabY

pr. Jerrold Orne, Social. and Commureedst.

Dr. Harold Wooster; Books and Libraries in the Sciejtife.

Dr. Ralph R. Shaw, The Librariang a Role in a DeMocrat;C-Cetinre

Miss Broderick is Professor of Library Science at Western jk,esOve,,,

University, Dr. Orne directs the Library of the University Of 43rtk

Carolina, and Dr, Shaw is Dean of library Activities at the University

of Hawaii. Dr. Wooster is the Director of inforation Sciences Depart-

meat of the Air Force.



The Present airollment in the Center

There were thirty-seven students registered in the undergraduate

program at the .;enter in September 1966. Of these, eleven were 'matricu-

lated, fifteen were non-matriculated and one a special student completing

her work for the degree to be awarded by her original college. M.even

students, exactly the number of those alreauy matriculated and registered

in Center courses, were admitted.

Forty-seven students are registered in four undergraduate courses.

One student is carinfing a full program of three courses, four two

courses, and the remainder are taking a single course. Three of the

younger undergradueu are regular members of a Center course.

Three students who had been on leave have returned to their studies.

Three are currently on leave. One student nas moved to New Jersey and

requires time to adjust her family to a new environment. Another has

a child who needs more of her guidance at this point. The third is on

sick leave.

.1 9.



Independent 6tja

Two students are engaged in special studieS in 'conferences courses;

one in mathematics; the other in psychology. During the summer, individual

conference work .was arranged for twelve students: eight in art. four-in

psychology and one in they history of ideas.

Rvery conference project growing out of a course -'tutorial is an

independent study project, but independent conference study is in a

category by itself. The arrangement implies, a readiness on the part

of the student to engage in researJh,on her own. Once the plan 'is

structured by the student and the *gopher, the former is .left_ to her Own

resources, usually 'without scheduled meetings Trikh her facirlti, Who,is

available when needed. iomen in both the undergraduate and gra.dUate

programs have demonstrated an aptitude for such work and have been

encouraged by their teachers to undertake it eitner as part of a regular

course or as a special summer project.

The character of such independent studies reveal the close partner-

ship between student and faculty in the educational process. One

student, after completing a sociology course, undertook a stuolyr analyzing

a school-cozy aunity controversy. She read and clipped publicity concern-

ing it; read all the material evoked by both sides which conditioned

the crisis; interviewed leading figures of all parties; attended about

twenty meetings, taking notes and subs ,ntly appraising them. This
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involved analysis of the dynamics of conflict; the relationships of

school administrators to the community and the attitude of the community

toward them; the determinants of perception and the assessment of role.

The teacher who supervised this student remarked in his report: "It is a
rare and excellent opportunity to have a student search for and find

the connections between an event occArring in her community and

theoretical ideas developed in a preceding course."

Another student did a special independent study project on "Public

Health and the Community" during a summer. She did some exploratory

work and tested out a questionnaire as well as other procedures which

were later incorporated in. a larger study in Thich her faculty super-

visor was himself engaged. She had maw prelimin.ary conferences in order

to work out methods and later to discuss and evaluate her experience.

She modified instruments as the study progressed.

Fa..L.d interview's were conducted with health officials throughout

Westchester. Two kinds of reports were prepared, one a series of

substantial reviews of the literature on community power structures and

health decisions-making processet; the second a seventy-page study

describing the organization, public and private, and its efforts to

promote and protect the health of its citizens. Her teacher wrote: "It

is the work of a serious and mature students. The research design was

carefully and assiduously carried through. The discussion is based on

considerable background reading in psycho-social material and in the

theory of projection."
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Center Courses*

Four courses are now being offered. A course in all

in Literature is planned to serve the continuing needs of studerts in

both religion and literature. Previously, courses in comparative religion

were presented with success, but this is the first time religion approached

through literature has been part of the curriculum. The initial response

has been gratifying. The students find the approach original and

stimulating.

The enthusiastic response to a sculpture course last year resulted

in a second offering in art. Visual Arts provides a stimulating addition

to the curriculum and is centered in the Lynd House studio idlich was

originally built for the first sculpture ccurse. Visual appreciation

of forms, space and structure and drawing from still life, model and

landscape is the central emphasis. The drawing seeks to provide, in the

teacher's words, a "background for an experimental unconventional approach

to plastic material."

Biology .of Social Evolutions is a Center innovation. The first

course in the zoological sciences, it is among the few courses ever

offered in science at the College without a laboratory experience. It
was specifically planned for the women of the Center. The novel features

are best expressed by the instructor. Students are engaged in studying

Appendix: Chart VII - Distribution of Students in Canter Courses



The program operates on a three-year sequence. At present there are

fourteen in the first group, seventeen in the second group and fifteen

in the third.

The New York UniversityiTSarah Lawrence College Social Work Program

provides a four-year sequence leading to the Master of Social Work degree

and was begun in 1964. Fifty-eight are registered in the two sections

of the program. There are thirty members of the entering class and

twenty-eight members of the advanced group. No entering group is

scheduled for 1967-68, but we are already interviewing candidates for

1968-69.



The Institute for Community Studies

Sarah Lawrence College has always found its Westchester County

location significant in terms of its educational purposes. Early in the

history of the College, courses in the comimmity became a part of the

curriculum. samples xt direct community action and involvement are

numerous: field work throughout the County has been an integral part of

the courses and individual research of many Sarah Lawrence graduates;

undergraduates have helped staff local agencies and have played a vital,

volunteer role; the Nursery School and work in early childhood education

have strengthened ties between the College and the County by providing

preschool education for nearby residents and by using Westchester class-

rooms for student apprentice teaching.

With the creation of the Center, the role of Sarah Laurence in its

own community has broadened and deepened. The population of the Center

consists of Iresbchester women returning to home and neighborhood with

attitudes and skills vital to both. Our records maks it clear that the

college population represented by these mature women is an unusually

stable one. - they study, live and go on to work in the same place from

which they came.

By 1965 it had become apparent that some of the adjacent towns wished

to avail themselves of the educational leadership and Westchester back-

ground which the College uniquely canbined, and requests began to come

in for professional assistance in solving coimnunity problems. And so
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the Center progressed in a familiar yet extended direction by establishing

the Institute for Conmmnity Studies to help provide the assistance these

localities required. The Institute has opened up additional opportunities

for students both graduate and undergraduate for atucly and research in

community studies particularly in the areas of policy making, planning

and teaching. It has, in fact, become a research center uhere students

may begin to pursue sociologically inportant study. Above all the

Institute has responded to the needs of neighboring localities in a

variety of community service activities including workshops and seminars.

The first major undertaking was the Mount Vernon Urban Seminar,

sponsored by the National Council of Churches as a bi-weekly discussion

grow consisting of fifty conummity leaders who seek to deal with the

issues of a community in. crisis. Described by the National Council of

Churches as the ',most significant community-oriented seminarls,(1) it is

divided into snail grcups concerned with Youth Needs, .Anti-Poverty Program,

education, Integration and one on the formulation of a ifaster Plan for

Change, Sarah Lawrence students, graduate and undergraduate, serve as

research aids to each subcommittee.

A Mount Vernon Survey of Conunity Tensions stems from the Seminar

which is svported by the Mount Vernon Commission on Human 'Rights. The

Community Tensions Seminar is now engaged in an analysis of a survey of

approximately 200 citizen responses to integration. Ilhen completed,

(1)Schu21er, David S., Concepts for Action (New York: Council of
Churches, 1966) p. 2b
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these findings together with others will be used by the Commission in

formulating a human relations program.

Another long-range program, operating under a three-year grant from

the United States Office of Education (Health, Education, and Welfare),

is devoted to a study of "Decision-? aking in Integration: The Public

Schools of New York City." The purpose of this study, involving Sarah

Lawrence graduate and undergraduate students, is to explore parent, com-

munity and school administration participation in integration policies.

To separate such research problems by boundary lines between suburban

and metropolitan communities is no longer possible. The issue of inte-

gration in Hew York Aty is a case study basic to Hount Vernon, New

Rochelle, White Plains and. Yonkers.

The 1iount Vernon Tutorial Program is a recent program begun in the

fall of 1965. It was developed as a one-to-one tutorial for thirty-eight

9th grade, underachieving children, established and sponsored by the

Mount Vernon Commulity Action Group. The Tutorial program operated four

days a week both at the 9th grade High School Annex in Mount Vernon and

on the Sarah Lawrence campus after public school hours. In addition to

tutoring twice a week for one hour sessions, the children participated

in additional projects in art, theatre, music and dance on the Sarah

Lawrence campus. Tutors were drawn from the Sarah Lawrence student body

and were supervised by their dons and a special supervisor in charge of
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thi.s part of the activity. It furnished a learning experience for all

students: 9th graders and Sarah Lawrence undergraduates, graduate

students and faculty.

Upon completion of this undertaking, and supported by an 0E0 grant,

Sarah Laurence instituted an Upward Bound Program (part of a nationwide

project) for fifty-two adolescents selected from the schobls in Mount

Vernon, Yonkers and New Rochelle. This is also a tutoring project partly

Staffed by Sarah Laurence undergraduates. Airing the summer of 1966,

Sarah Laurence College sponsored a seven-week residence program. The

youngsters resided on campus and participated in a total educational

program especially geared to meet their needs. A follow-up study,

designed to last a year, is already operating. Students, teachers and

swervisory personne], as well as members of the Community Studies staff

are involved. tie have planned a three-year commitment to these young

students, Which, it is hoped, will culminate either in a college educa-

tion or some other form of continuing study for each of them, part of

the goal of all Upward Bound programs.
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Conclusion

The experience of the Center has justified its initial purposes.

The performances of mature women returning to undergraduate and profes-

4:4 motel.........4.0. stow has confirmed ow faith in their urz li m i r 4 shed 4 ntel i ectii '1

vigor. Institutions of higher education have a responsibility to

facilitate and encourage these mature women in their determination to

return to study, not only for individual self-realization but for the

enrichment of society.

The Center has created a structure in which such women can function

without feeling that they are neglecting their present primary obligations

as wives and mothers. The academic program - experimental in content,

stress and direction - is based on their needs which differ dramatical3or

from those of the young unmarried undergraduate. Yet the program remains

as exacting in its forms and as rigorous in its standards as the program

of the younger students.
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CHART II

STATISTICAL DATA 1962 - September, 1966

coosigun .RV:RV-TCTaftorreawomaiormarrWiiirtrom.

Telephone imuities and brochure mailings-

Personal interviews' (i= first round ,_ -.2406

Personal-interviews - feeCond round 200

SIMONTS JHO HAVE OR CO PI Lifenta
UH De ' UATE IICEX DI THE GERM .PROD AID

ti

Total number of students

Total number gradUatell with SI.C713.A.

Total nuraber ,graduated with other B.A.

Total number additional ILAts - June, 1967 13

Actual peicent Of B.A. is to Center undergraduates 27%'_

30



CHART III DISTRIBUTION OF CENTER STUDENTS
IN PROGRAMS OF GRADUATE STUDY

Total number in NYU Early Childhood Momentary Education
1963 to present

61 I

Total number in NYU Social Work Program
1964 to present

Total number in Pratt Library Science
1966 to present

27

Total number in SLC Graduate Program

Total number in Graduate Programs 152

MART Dir DISTRIBUTION OF DROP-OUTSa.

On Leave: 3 pregnant 3. illness in family
2 ill 6 children in difficulty 12

Withdrew: Moved from area 4

Transferred 1.

Academic Failure



CHART V DISTRIBUTION OF .GRADUATES

SiL:C.=N:Y.UjimEDUCATION QTAsIs CV 1966,

Total number in class lit

Total number granted the M;A 9

Total number teaching 8
..,

Total number continuing study 3

*Total number not teaching or studying 1

Unaccounted for
. .

1

*
New baby

/3: 3.114C.=B;A: PROGRAM

Ar,./. 014

Total number graduated 17

Total number 'working ;.. Paid 2

Total number working = Volunteer 6

Total number continuing study

.........".....

Total number not working or studying 3

Unaccounted for

.32.
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DISTRIBUTION OF STUDiENTS IN CMITER COURSES

Number of students registered in and who completed each course
offered since the beginning of Continuing Education.

1960-61 From Jane Austen to James Joyce
Western Philosophies of Civilization from

Hobbes to Freud

1961-62 Renaissance Man
ihropean Literatir
American Literature
Renaissance Art

1962-63 Romantic Poetry
American Social Thought
Development of Personality
Greek Philosophy
Comparative Community Analysis

Sumner
1963 American Literature

1962.64 Finite 14a.th
The World of Henry Adams
History of the House
Studies in Renaissance
Comparative Religion
History of France
Psychological Theories and Wstems

1964..65 From Jane Austen to James Joyce
Hunan Growth and Development
American Life and Thought
Ilassian and Comparative literature
Modern East Asia
American Life and Thought Since the Civil War
Human Growth and Development

Summer
1965

1965-66

Eighteenth Century English Literature

Sculpture
Comparative Religion
Studies in Renaissance Literature
Sculpture
Shakespeare and His Contemporaries
The European Political Community in

Historical Perspective

3

3

8

11
16
11

12
10

8

12
8

12
12
11
11

12
13
12
13

6
10
11

6

9
16
12

14

15


